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The B factories have generated a large amount of new results on the τ
lepton. The present status of some selected topics on τ physics is presented:
charged-current universality tests, bounds on lepton-flavour violation, the
determination of αs from the inclusive τ hadronic width, and the measure-
ment of |Vus| through the Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the τ lepton.
PACS numbers: 14.60.Fg, 13.35.–r, 12.15.–y, 12.38.–t
1. Introduction
The known leptons provide clean probes to perform very precise tests
of the Standard Model and search for signals of new dynamics. The elec-
troweak gauge structure has been successfully tested at the 0.1% to 1% level,
conﬁrming the Standard Model framework [1]. Moreover, the hadronic τ de-
cays turn out to be a beautiful laboratory for studying strong interaction
eﬀects at low energies [2–5]. The τ is the only known lepton massive enough
to decay into hadrons. Its semileptonic decays are then ideally suited for
studying the hadronic weak currents in very clean conditions. Accurate de-
terminations of the QCD coupling, |Vus| and the strange quark mass have
been obtained with τ decay data.
The huge statistics accumulated at the B factories allow to explore
lepton-ﬂavour-violating τ decay modes with increased sensitivities beyond
10−7, which could be further pushed down to few 10−9 at future facilities.
Moreover, BESIII will soon start taking data at the new Beijing Tau-Charm
Factory. With the excellent experimental conditions of the threshold region,
complementary information on the τ should be obtained, such as an im-
proved mass measurement. Thus, τ physics is entering a new era, full of
interesting possibilities and with a high potential for new discoveries.
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2. Tests on charged-current universality
In the Standard Model all lepton doublets have identical couplings to the
W boson. Comparing the measured decay widths of leptonic or semileptonic
decays which only diﬀer in the lepton ﬂavour, one can test experimentally
that the W interaction is indeed the same, i.e. that ge = gµ = gτ ≡ g .
As shown in Table I, the present data verify the universality of the leptonic
charged-current couplings to the 0.2% level.
TABLE I
Experimental determinations of the ratios gl/gl′ .
Γ τ→e/Γµ→e Γτ→pi/Γpi→µ Γτ→K/ΓK→µ ΓW→τ/ΓW→µ
|gτ/gµ| 1.0006 (22) 0.996 (5) 0.979 (17) 1.039 (13)
Γτ→µ/Γτ→e Γpi→µ/Γpi→e ΓK→µ/ΓK→e ΓK→piµ/ΓK→pie
|gµ/ge| 1.0000 (20) 1.0021 (16) 1.004 (7) 1.0021 (25)
ΓW→µ/ΓW→e Γτ→µ/Γµ→e ΓW→τ/ΓW→e
|gµ/ge| 0.997 (10) |gτ/ge| 1.0005 (23) 1.036 (14)
The τ leptonic branching fractions and the τ lifetime are known with
a precision of 0.3% [4]. A slightly improved lifetime measurement could be
expected from BaBar and Belle [6]. For comparison, the µ lifetime is already
known with an accuracy of 10−5, which should be further improved to 10−6
by the MuLan experiment at PSI [7]. The universality tests require also
a good determination of m5τ , which is only known to the 0.06% level [8].
Two new measurements of the τ mass have been published recently:
mτ =
{
1776.61 ± 0.13 ± 0.35 MeV [Belle] ,
1776.81+ 0.25− 0.23 ± 0.15 MeV [KEDR] .
Belle [9] has made a pseudomass analysis of τ → ντ3pi decays, while KEDR
[10] measures the τ+τ− threshold production, taking advantage of a precise
energy calibration through the resonance depolarization method. In both
cases the achieved precision is getting close to the previous BES-dominated
value, mτ = 1776.99
+ 0.29
− 0.26 [8]. KEDR aims to obtain a ﬁnal accuracy of
0.15 MeV. A precision better than 0.1 MeV should be easily achieved at
BESIII [11], through a detailed analysis of σ(e+e− → τ+τ−) at threshold
[12–14].
Table I shows also the constraints obtained from pion [8] and kaon decays
[15], applying the recently calculated radiative corrections at NLO in chiral
perturbation theory [16,17]. The accuracy achieved with Kl3 data is already
comparable to the one obtained from τ or pil2 decays.
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Owing to the limited statistics available, the decays W− → l−νl only
test universality at the 1% level. At present, BR(W → νττ) is 2.1σ/2.7σ
larger than BR(W → νee/νµµ) [18]. The stringent limits on |gτ/ge,µ| from
W -mediated decays make unlikely that this is a real eﬀect.
3. Lepton-flavour violating decays
TABLE II
Best limits (90% C.L.) on lepton-flavour-violating decays [8, 19, 20].
µ− → X−
e−γ 1.2× 10−11 e−2γ 7.2× 10−11 e−e−e+ 1.0× 10−12
τ− → X−
e−γ 1.1× 10−7 e−e+e− 3.6× 10−8 e−µ+µ− 3.7× 10−8
µ−γ 4.5× 10−8 µ−e+e− 2.7× 10−8 µ−µ+µ− 3.2× 10−8
e−e−µ+ 2.0× 10−8 µ−µ−e+ 2.3× 10−8 Λ¯pi− 1.4× 10−7
e−pi0 8.0× 10−8 e−η 9.2× 10−8 e−η′ 1.6× 10−7
µ−pi0 1.1× 10−7 µ−η 6.5× 10−8 µ−η′ 1.3× 10−7
e−ρ0 6.5× 10−7 e−ω 1.8× 10−7 e−φ 7.6× 10−8
µ−ρ0 2.0× 10−7 µ−ω 9.0× 10−8 µ−φ 1.3× 10−7
e−KS 5.6× 10
−8 e−K∗0 8.0× 10−8 e−K¯∗0 7.7× 10−8
µ−KS 4.9× 10
−8 µ−K∗0 6.1× 10−8 µ−K¯∗0 1.1× 10−7
e−K+K− 1.4× 10−7 e−K+pi− 1.6× 10−7 e−pi+K− 3.2× 10−7
µ−K+K− 2.5× 10−7 µ−K+pi− 3.2× 10−7 µ−pi+K− 2.6× 10−7
e−pi+pi− 1.2× 10−7 µ−pi+pi− 2.9× 10−7 Λpi− 7.2× 10−8
e+pi−pi− 2.0× 10−7 e+K−K− 1.5× 10−7 e+pi−K− 1.8× 10−7
µ+pi−pi− 0.7× 10−7 µ+K−K− 4.4× 10−7 µ+pi−K− 2.2× 10−7
We have now clear experimental evidence that neutrinos are massive par-
ticles and there is mixing in the lepton sector. The smallness of neutrino
masses implies a strong suppression of neutrinoless lepton-ﬂavour-violating
processes, which can be avoided in models with other sources of lepton
ﬂavour violation, not related to mνi . The scale of the ﬂavour-violating new-
physics interactions can be constrained imposing the requirement of a viable
leptogenesis. Recent studies within diﬀerent new-physics scenarios ﬁnd in-
teresting correlations between µ and τ lepton-ﬂavour-violating decays, with
µ→ eγ often expected to be close to the present exclusion limit [21–27].
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The B factories are pushing the experimental limits on neutrinoless
lepton-ﬂavour-violating τ decays beyond the 10−7 level [19,20], increasing in
a drastic way the sensitivity to new physics scales. Future experiments could
push further some limits to the 10−9 level [28], allowing to explore interest-
ing and totally unknown phenomena. Complementary information will be
provided by the MEG experiment, which will search for µ+ → e+γ events
with a sensitivity of 10−13 [29]. There are also ongoing projects at J-PARC
aiming to study µ → e conversions in muonic atoms, at the 10−16 [30] or
even 10−18 [31] level.
4. The inclusive hadronic width of the τ lepton
The hadronic decays of the τ lepton provide a very clean laboratory to
perform precise tests of the Standard Model [4]. The inclusive character of
the total τ hadronic width renders possible an accurate calculation of the
ratio [32–36]
Rτ ≡
Γ [τ− → ντ hadrons (γ)]
Γ [τ− → ντe−ν¯e(γ)]
= Rτ,V +Rτ,A +Rτ,S , (1)
using analyticity constraints and the Operator Product Expansion. One
can separately compute the contributions associated with speciﬁc quark cur-
rents: Rτ,V and Rτ,A correspond to the Cabibbo-allowed decays through the
vector and axial-vector currents, while Rτ,S contains the remaining Cabibbo-
suppressed contributions.
The theoretical prediction for Rτ,V +A can be expressed as [34]
Rτ,V +A = NC |Vud|
2 SEW {1 + δP + δNP} , (2)
where NC = 3 is the number of quark colours and SEW = 1.0201 ± 0.0003
contains the electroweak radiative corrections [37–39]. The dominant cor-
rection (∼ 20%) is the perturbative QCD contribution δP, which is fully
known to O(α3s ) [34] and includes a resummation of the most important
higher-order eﬀects [35, 40].
Non-perturbative contributions are suppressed by six powers of the τ
mass [34] and, therefore, are very small. Their numerical size has been
determined from the invariant-mass distribution of the ﬁnal hadrons in τ
decay, through the study of weighted integrals [41],
Rklτ ≡
m2τ∫
0
ds
(
1−
s
m2τ
)k ( s
m2τ
)l dRτ
ds
, (3)
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which can be calculated theoretically in the same way as Rτ . The predicted
suppression [34] of the non-perturbative corrections has been conﬁrmed by
ALEPH [42], CLEO [43] and OPAL [44]. The most recent analysis [42] gives
δNP = −0.0043 ± 0.0019 . (4)
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Fig. 1. Measured values of αs at different scales. The curves show the energy depen-
dence predicted by QCD, using αs(m
2
τ ) as input. The corresponding extrapolated
αs(M
2
Z) values are shown at the bottom, where the shaded band displays the τ
decay result within errors [45].
The QCD prediction for Rτ,V+A is then completely dominated by the
perturbative contribution; non-perturbative eﬀects being smaller than the
perturbative uncertainties from uncalculated higher-order corrections. The
result turns out to be very sensitive to the value of αs(mτ ), allowing for
an accurate determination of the fundamental QCD coupling [33, 34]. The
experimental measurement Rτ,V +A = 3.471 ± 0.011 implies [45]
αs(mτ ) = 0.345 ± 0.004exp ± 0.009th . (5)
The strong coupling measured at the τ mass scale is signiﬁcantly larger
than the values obtained at higher energies. From the hadronic decays of
the Z, one gets αs(MZ) = 0.1186 ± 0.0027 [18], which diﬀers from αs(mτ )
by more than twenty standard deviations. After evolution up to the scale
MZ [46], the strong coupling constant in (5) decreases to [45]
αs(MZ) = 0.1215 ± 0.0012 , (6)
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in excellent agreement with the direct measurements at the Z peak and with
a similar accuracy. The comparison of these two determinations of αs in two
very diﬀerent energy regimes, mτ and MZ , provides a beautiful test of the
predicted running of the QCD coupling; i.e., a very signiﬁcant experimental
veriﬁcation of asymptotic freedom.
5. |Vus| determination from Cabibbo-suppressed tau decays
The separate measurement of the |∆S| = 0 and |∆S| = 1 tau decay
widths provides a very clean determination of Vus [47, 48]. To a ﬁrst ap-
proximation the Cabibbo mixing can be directly obtained from experimental
measurements, without any theoretical input. Neglecting the small SU(3)-
breaking corrections from the ms −md quark-mass diﬀerence, one gets:
|Vus|
SU(3) = |Vud|
(
Rτ,S
Rτ,V+A
)1/2
= 0.210± 0.003 [0.215± 0.003] . (7)
We have used |Vud| = 0.97377 ± 0.00027 [8], Rτ = 3.640 ± 0.010 and the
value Rτ,S = 0.1617±0.0040 [48], which results from the most recent BaBar
[49] and Belle [50] measurements of Cabibbo-suppressed tau decays. The
new branching ratios measured by BaBar and Belle are all smaller than the
previous world averages, which translates into a smaller value of RS and
|Vus|. For comparison, we give in brackets the result obtained with the
previous value Rτ,S = 0.1686 ± 0.0047 [45].
This rather remarkable determination is only slightly shifted by the small
SU(3)-breaking contributions induced by the strange quark mass. These
corrections can be theoretically estimated through a QCD analysis of the
diﬀerences [47, 48, 51–59]
δRklτ ≡
Rklτ,V+A
|Vud|2
−
Rklτ,S
|Vus|2
. (8)
Since the strong interactions are ﬂavour blind, these quantities vanish in the
SU(3) limit. The only non-zero contributions are proportional to powers of
the quark mass-squared diﬀerence m2s(mτ )−m
2
d(mτ ) or to vacuum expecta-
tion values of SU(3)-breaking operators such as δO4 ≡ 〈0|mss¯s−mdd¯d|0〉 ≈
(−1.4 ± 0.4) × 10−3 GeV4 [47, 52]. The dimensions of these operators are
compensated by corresponding powers of m2τ , which implies a strong sup-
pression of δRklτ [52]:
δRklτ ≈ 24SEW
{
m2s(mτ )
m2τ
(
1− ε2d
)
∆kl(αs)− 2pi
2 δO4
m4τ
Qkl(αs)
}
, (9)
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where εd ≡ md/ms = 0.053± 0.002 [60]. The perturbative QCD corrections
∆kl(αs) and Qkl(αs) are known to O(α
3
s ) and O(α
2
s ), respectively [52, 59].
The theoretical analysis of δRτ ≡ δR
00
τ involves the two-point correlation
functions of vector and axial-vector quark currents, which can be separated
into their transverse (J = 1) and longitudinal (J = 0) components. The
longitudinal contribution to ∆00(αs) shows a rather pathological behaviour,
with clear signs of being a non-convergent perturbative series. Fortunately,
the corresponding longitudinal contribution to δRτ can be estimated phe-
nomenologically with a much better accuracy, δRτ |
L = 0.1544 ± 0.0037
[47, 61], because it is dominated by far by the well-known τ → ντpi and
τ → ντK contributions. To estimate the remaining transverse component,
one needs an input value for the strange quark mass. Taking the range
ms(mτ ) = (100±10)MeV [ms(2GeV) = (96±10)MeV], which includes the
most recent determinations ofms from QCD sum rules and lattice QCD [61],
one gets ﬁnally δRτ,th = 0.216 ± 0.016, which implies [48]
|Vus| =

 Rτ,S
Rτ,V+A
|Vud|2
− δRτ,th


1/2
=


0.2165 ± 0.0026 exp ± 0.0005 th
[0.2212 ± 0.0031 exp ± 0.0005 th]
.
(10)
Again, the ﬁrst number is the updated value, including the recent BaBar
and Belle data, while the number inside brackets gives the previous result.
Sizeable changes on the experimental determination of Rτ,S are to be
expected from the full analysis of the huge BaBar and Belle data samples. In
particular, the high-multiplicity decay modes are not well known at present
and their eﬀect has been just roughly estimated or simply ignored. Thus,
the result (10) could easily ﬂuctuate in the near future. However, it is
important to realize that the ﬁnal error of the Vus determination from τ
decay is completely dominated by the experimental uncertainties. If Rτ,S is
measured with a 1% precision, the resulting Vus uncertainty will get reduced
to around 0.6%, i.e. ±0.0013, making τ decay the best source of information
about Vus.
An accurate experimental measurement of the invariant-mass distribu-
tion of the ﬁnal hadrons in Cabibbo-suppressed τ decays could make possible
a simultaneous determination of Vus and the strange quark mass, through
a correlated analysis of several weighted diﬀerences δRklτ . The extraction of
ms suﬀers from theoretical uncertainties related to the convergence of the
perturbative series∆L+Tkl (αs), which makes necessary a better understanding
of these corrections. Further work in this direction is in progress [62].
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